
From One Big Collection to Another 
by Robert Gill 

     Being a very passionate collector of uncut Obsolete sheets, over the 
years I have been able to assemble a collection of over 350 different 
sheets.  The desire always being in me to continue to add "a tough 
one" to the collection sometimes leads me to making a private deal on 
a sheet.  And sometimes I'm fortunate enough to nab "a special one" 
in an auction.  That is what I was able to do in the recent Central 
States Auction in Chicago.   
     Heritage Auctions was given the privilege to conduct the sale of 
the Wendell Wolka Collection.  Probably anyone who has anything to 
do with Obsoletes knows of Wendell, and his passion for the State of 
Ohio Obsoletes.  For whatever reason he decided to disperse his 
collection so that other collectors could have the opportunity to enjoy 
what he had accumulated in Ohio Obsoletes over the years.  I was 
fortunate enough to be the high bidder on the five sheets that I went 
after.  And one of them holds a very special place in what I've been 
able to put together. 
     "The Commercial Bank of Lake Erie" notes, which are from the 
print shop of Abner Reed, are very rare.  And the sheet that I acquired 
on that bank could very well be unique.  Because of the unusual hand 
written markings, it was probably used to test the printing set up for 
an order. John Warner Barber, who served as an apprentice under 
Reed, signed his name (JWBarber) on each note's left selvage.  He 
also wrote in the town's name where Reed's shop was located (East 
Windsor), as well as the date (May 14, 1817). 
     For anyone who is a sheet collector it is probably easy to 
understand why this sheet means so much to me.  I just hope some 
day I'm able to meet Wendell and personal thank him for presenting 
the opportunity for me to be the new owner of this great piece of 
Paper Money History. 
     I invite anyone with comments to contact me at 
robertgill@cableone.net 
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